Member / guest Information
and Mutual commitment
to attend regularly and maintain confidentiality

Core to the success of MD2MD is the mutual respect of members for each other and the mutual
commitment of members to support each other and the MD2MD process.
MD2MD commits to:
1. Arrange meetings. Arrange and make available to the business leader as a member of the group
a series of professional development events as defined in the relevant current schedule.
2. Confidentiality. Maintain and promote absolute confidentiality of all group proceedings.
3. Being there for you. Be reasonably available by phone as a sounding board when the member
faces critical business decisions. To further support the successful development of the member
and the company through whatever means are separately agreed.
4. Mutual Promotion. To promote. the success of the member and their business where
appropriate, including through personal contact and through description and links on the MD2MD
website.
The member on behalf of the company commits to:
5. Attend meetings. Your fellow members value your attendance and lose out when you are
absent.
6. Confidentiality. Maintain absolute confidentiality of all group proceedings, following the Chatham
House rules, declaring any conflict of interest and not using to the disadvantage of other members
any advice, information and insights shared.
7. Taking responsibility. Consider the input of MD2MD, speakers and fellow members whilst
recognising that full responsibility for any decisions and actions remain with the member.
8. Sharing information. MD2MD holds information about them for the purposes of managing their
membership and uses non confidential elements of that information for promotion..
9. Mutual promotion. To promote other members when appropriate. To promote MD2MD when
appropriate. For example by introducing MD2MD to contacts when appropriate, and by agreeing
appropriate references, quotes and case studies.

Notes:
Online signature: These terms are offered and accepted electronically
Termination. There is no joining fee, no long-term contract and no notice period for MD2MD membership.
Membership can be terminated without notice ether way. Until such termination members pay a simple monthly
subscription and attend meetings as offered. Whilst a planned professional exit with advance notice is preferred,
subscriptions and attendance can cease immediately on request.

